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SPECIAL THANKS
Thank you to our platinum level partners, 

Chevron, Cumberland Additive, SimScale, and 
Teledyne Lecroy

Longhorn Racing has had an eventful summer! As we 
finished off the spring semester, we launched our virtual 
unveiling on YouTube that showcased our combustion, electric, 
and solar car designs. Additionally, both our combustion and 
electric teams have introduced their new team of leads for the 
next year. 

On the design side, we regained full access to our 
facilities which enabled our teams to tackle the challenging 
task of finishing the combustion and electric vehicles before 
the FSAE competition. The two teams spent all of May and part 
of June building the cars. Both teams attended competition and 
gained valuable feedback to aid them in their next build cycle. 
During this time, the solar team has been recruiting new 
students as well as making great progess in their 
manufacturing cycle.

Overall, the summer has had a busy but rewarding 
start. As we progress towards the end of this season, we are 
looking forward to continued recruitment and the new build 
cycle that will both take place in the fall. Check out our social 
media outlets to stay up to date with our teams!
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Top: Combustion team prepping for competition 
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The combustion team is excited to announce that--after countless setbacks--our 2021 car 

passed technical inspection at the recent Nevada competition!  Due to the stresses COVID placed 
on teams around the country, only the top 40% of combustion teams and top 11% of electric 
vehicle teams managed to pass technical inspection this time around.  This feat was made 
possible through the hard work and dedication of the combustion team; before (and during) the 
competition, the team sacrificed their sleep and sanity in order to get the car ready in time.  
Minutes before it closed, our engineers were more than ecstatic to see the car scream down the 
tarmac as it passed the brake test--the final hurdle at tech inspection.    

Top left and right: IC car in tech inspection

Middle: Nose cone of IC car

Bottom left and right: IC car in line for fuel

Now, with the competition over, the combustion team is eagerly looking towards its next
design cycle. While the design leads are hard at work preparing for next year’s car, they are also
excited to welcome new engineers in the fall to work with on the 2022 car. If anyone is interested
in getting involved with the combustion team this fall, please contact an officer! There is no
better engineering experience than getting to design, build, and test a formula race car with your
teammates!
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During the first two days, we 
took the car through electrical and 
mechanical tech inspections. Doing 
this proved to be invaluable as we 
were able to listen and take extensive 
notes on the judges' feedback in order 
to discover many areas for 
improvement for the 2021 vehicle. 
Throughout the week, we talked with 
many other teams and got to see what 
cool and new designs were being 
implemented. In addition, we were 
happy to support the IC team as they 
made their way thorugh competition! 

Out of the 14 EV teams that came, only 2 teams 
passed both EV and mechanical tech inspection and only 1 
completed all the races. This goes to show how much of 
an achievement it is to even get to where we were. We 
could not be more proud of everyone’s diligence and hard 
work. Currently, we are already preparing for the next 
design cycle, powering through and learning from this 
past year. As we move forward in this next chapter of 
LHRe, we hope to continue to persevere and be driven to 
succeed!

The team going through tech inspection

2021 Car- "Loraine"

A tired but proud LHRe Competition Crew

The Longhorn Racing Electric team attended the 
Formula SAE competition in Las Vegas, Nevada. In order 
to prepare for this event, the team worked night and day 
to overcome hurdles and assemble the car. 
Unfortunately, the day before we left for competition, we 
had a critical battery failure--one that could not be fixed 
before we had to leave. Although disappointed, the team 
decided that, rather than giving up on the competition, we 
would still attend with the mechanically complete car. 
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Since LHR Solar's unveiling, we've thrown our full 

efforts behind manufacturing our carbon fiber shell and 
machining Dynamics components. Our Electrical systems 
are fully underway in soldering PCBs for the Battery 
Protection system, Controls system, and Array. While it's 
been difficult coordinating our manufacturing projects 
across the various time zones our engineers have scattered 
to, we're excited to finally be constructing our vision that 
began one year ago!

In between rooting for the other teams to finish their 
cars on time and beginning to recruit for the coming year, 
Solar has been adjusting the manufacturing schedule to 
account for finals and traveling delays. Currently, a small 
group of students still in Austin has been commuting to 
Pickle on the weekends to work on our carbon fiber layups 
and small parts machining. We've finished the top shell layup 
- what the array will rest on - and have moved on to the
battery box layup. Our Dynamics engineers are in and out of
the machine shop on campus, working on the suspension
tabs and uprights while learning how to use the lathes and
CNC machines. We're also deep cleaning our Pickle
workspace so that this coming year will get off to a clean
start.

Our Power Systems and Hardware team is taking 
point on soldering the bulk of our Electrical system's PCBs. 
With 7 boards down and (what feels like) an infinity to go, our 
engineers are soldering like crazy to get them finished. 
Testing the boards will come after the assembly. Our 
Controls and Array systems are looking forward to testing 
our brand new motor and assembled array respectively - the 
car isn't a car without the power and the component that 
spins the wheels. Our Battery Protection System is taking the 
summer to work on documentation in addition to testing our 
battery set up and boards.

We're excited to finish our manufacturing cycle and 
drive the car, but there's a lot of work that needs to happen 
between now and then. We can't wait to show off the 
finished product!

Top and Middle: Top Shell Layup
Bottom: Cleaned Pickle workspace




